












deposited at a rate 5 or 6 times greater than the sediments of the Upper Jurassic. The
uniformity of the sedimentation conditions throughout the Ionian Zone, together with the
high sedimentation rate, show that the sea submerged the ancient structural highs and that
theVigla Limestone infilled the basins, blanketing the submarine topography. Cïntinþng
differentia1 subsidence during deposition of the Vigla Limestones, as shown by the wide
variation ßç thickness ofthis fonnation (IGRS-IFP, 1966),isprobably dueto thecontinuation
ofhalokinetic movementofthe Ionian Zone evaÑïÞtßc substratum, which started dõÞçg the
Middle Lias (KARAKUSIOS, 1990).

We advance two hypotheses Éï explain the submersion of the ancient topography:
1. Rising sea-level due Éï eustatic processes.
2. Sinking of the Ionian Basin.
The f1fst hypothesis can be rejected, because a widespread sea-level rise would

have manifested itself in the adjacent Gavrovo Zone, which instead has shallow-water
facies during éïï Cretaceous.

The second hypothesis seems most likely. The Vigla Limestones cïðesÑïnd Éï a
general subsidence of the entire basin. The relatively abrupt change from a siliceous facies
(Upper Posidonia Beds = radiolarian chert facies) to a mostly calcareous one (Vigla

Limestones), which seems Éï be ßç contradiction with the steady sinking ofthe Ionian Basin,
is due Éï the simultaneous lïweÞng of the CCD (calcite compensation depth) at the end of
the Jurassic (BOSELLINI and WINTERER. 1975) Éï below the maximum basin depth. This
phenomenon was çïÉ restricted to the Ionian Basin but ïccõðed over the whole Westem
Tethys (ROTH, 1986; BOWN et al., 1991).

In conclusion, the Vigla Limestones represent the f1fSt Ñïst-Þft sediments of the
Ionian Basin, rather than the "Limestones with Filaments" as proposed by DANELIAN
(1989) ("Limestones with Filaments": a lenticular formation çïÉ present in several parts of
the Ionian Basin, KARAKUSIOS, 1990). However, the upper part of the Upper Posidonia
Beds and their equivalents may represent the beginning of the end of the SÕn-Þft peÞod,
which iS completed with the Vigla Limestones deposition.

Therefore, we conclude that the beginning of the Vigla Limestone deposition is
isochronous ßç the Ionian Zone and starts ßç the Early Berriasian. The Vigla Limestones
largely blanket syn-rift structures (KARAKUSIOS, 1990) and ßç some cases, they directly
overlie the Ñre-Þft sequences (ß. e. Pantokrator Limestones) (Fig. 4). As a consequence, the
base of the ViglaLimestones represents the break-up unconformlty of the post-rift sequence
of the Ionian Zone.
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Fig.4: Stratigraphical coIwnns of the sections Iocated ßç the Fig. 3.
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PLATEl

Fig. 1: Watznaueria britannica (STRADNER).
Fig.2: Biscutum constans (OORKA).
Fig.3: Watznaueria communis REINHARDT.
Fig. 4: Cyclagelosphaera margerelii NOEL.
Fig. 5: Manivitella pemmatoidea (DEFLANDRE).
Fig. 6: Lithraphidites carniolensis DEFLANDRE.
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PLATE2

Fig. 1: Diazomatolithus lehmanii NOEL.
Fig.2: Watznaueria barnesae (BLACK).
Fig.3: Nannofacies with nannoconids and Watznaueria.
Fig. 4, 5, 6: Typical nannïmßcÞte from the Vigla Limestones Formation. The bulk of the

mimte consists of nannoconids.
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